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Senior Graduation Plans Given
By Gordon Lewis, Class President

Dinner-Dance Will Be on June 8; Baccalaureate by Pierce Harris
By Don Gray

Gordon Lewis, Acting President of the Senior Class, in a recent interview stated that plans for the graduation exercise, banquet, and the Senior Dinner-Dances are complete.

New Public Law 411, Now in Effect, Gives Greater Subsistence
Public Law 411, effective April 1, 1948, amends Public Law 416 and 416, and provides that a veteran pursuing a course of full-time institutional training shall be paid a subsistence allowance of $75 per month if without dependents or $105 per month if he has one dependent, or $110 per month if he has more than one dependent. This regulation applies only to veterans who are engaged in institutional training under Public Law 416, but the rate of subsistence allowance paid to veterans engaged in institutional training under Public Law 411 may not exceed $75 per month for those with no dependents, or $90 or $105 per month if he has a dependent or dependents.

Lewis, who was elected Senior Class Vice-President, took over the duties of Class President early this quarter following the withdrawal of Fred McCoard, the Elected President of the Senior Class, from Georgia Tech.

"The reason for McCoard's withdrawal," Dean Griffin stated, "was that he was a very desirable job offer by an Atlanta firm, that he accepted." McCoard expected to be in the Atlanta firm, that he accepted and in the offer, he obtained the permission of the Executive Council to coach-off in Tech so that he might be qualified to accept the offer. Consequently, following McCoard's resignation, Gordon Lewis assumed temporary authority to carry through Senior plans in order to plan.

Lewis stated that Dr. Pierre Harris will deliver the Baccalaureate Sermon at the ceremony on Sunday, June 5th. The Class Dinner-Dance will be held the evening of June 7th at the Tech Gym.

Senior Dinner-Dance will be held the evening of June 8th at a place to be announced at a later date.

TECHNIQUE STAFF TO MEET MONDAY NIGHT
There will be a meeting of The Technique editorial staff Monday night at 7 o'clock in the basement of the YMCA. All students interested in writing for the paper are urged to attend.

SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS TO MEET FOR PLACEMENT COUNSEL
All seniors and graduate students who expect to complete the requirements for their degrees on December 18, 1948, and who wish to take advantage of the consolidation and employment opportunity the Office of the Dean of Students are asked to meet in a group meeting at 4:30 p.m. on the afternoon of Thursday, April 15, in Room 201, Second Floor, Knowles Building.

The purpose of this meeting is to explain the placement system so that we can notify all of our active companies and so that the students may prepare the necessary qualification records for the actual placement work which will begin late this summer and continue during the fall.

No classes, laboratories, nor quizzes must be missed because of this meeting, and all students who miss the meeting are asked to see Mr. WJ. Kramer, Placement Manager, in Room 210, Knowles Building, as he will have papers and information for the Office of the Dean of Students are asked to meet in a group meeting at 4:30 p.m. on the afternoon of Thursday, April 15, in Room 201, Second Floor, Knowles Building.
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Prof. Rainey Discusses "Palestine and the UN"

Setting what might be a wise precedent for other campus organizations, the Tech American Veterans Committee and International Relations Club held a successful joint meeting March 30 at the "Y." The two groups, totaling some 50 students, heard Professor Glenn Rainey present a highly informative talk on "Palestine and the UN."

Mr. Rainey first gave a summary of the position of the Jewish people in the world today which he followed with an explanation of the underlying causes of Zionism. Next he traced the history of British, Arab and Jewish activities in Palestine between the World Wars and concluded with a description of the issue as handled by the United Nations.

In conclusion Mr. Rainey quoted the statement by Secretary General of the UN, Trygve Lie, to the effect that if the United States killed the United Nations first born, the Palestine Partition, it may kill the mother of the UN. This homework was legally promised after World War I when the Palestine Partition was accepted in the League of Nations. Following Mr. Rainey was a short discussion of the situation in Palestine.

Lawson Recreation Plan to Be Fed

The Lawson students and their wives at the Lawson Tech Apartments will take time out from their studies and household duties tonight to celebrate at an Anniversary Party the successful first year of their Recreatinal Organization.

Prof. and Mrs. Lyle Walker are the directors of this organization, and under their leadership there have been many activities, such as football, tennis, bridge, sewing, Red Cross Courses, dances, bingo parties, and many social events.

The Anniversary Party will be tonight, Sat., April 3, at 8:00 p.m. in the Community Building at the Lawson Tech in Chamblee. Mr. Stillman Williams, of the United World Federal Cooperative, will be the guest speaker. There will be dancing, an Anniversary Carnival, Society, Initiates 11

Glee Club Concert Delayed

The concert by the Georgia Tech Glee Club has been postponed by the Student Concert and Lectures Committee from April 4 to April 11.

Tech Grads Head Light Signal Outfit

The 48th Division Signal Company of the New National Guard activated March 31. This company is the only one of its kind in Georgia, and has openings available for both vets and non-vets with training, experience, or interests in any phase of Signal Corps Activity.

Program is to include instruction and experience on the latest in communication, cryptography, and radar equipment, with compensation on the basis of one full day's regular base pay in the grade held for each half hour meeting. Thus, pay for one meeting would range from $2.50 for 4th grade to $5.50 for 7th grade.

Student Council Minutes

The meeting was called to order at 7:15 p.m. by President Jack Todd with 26 members present and Dick Ambient, Dennis Coller, and Bill Holland absent.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved. Roll call was taken and attendance was as follows: George Hall, Jim Sif, Jack Todd, James Bledsoe, and John W. Brown, EE, ’48 assisting.

Meetings are held each Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. at John W. Brown, Box 1640, for details.

WGST Program Preview

Saturday, April 3—Bert Lytell, famous star of 100 silent films and many stage successes, is featured in an original radio drama on "Grand Central Station" at 1:00. The show is the second chapter of "Shorty Bell, World War Radio," and Bert Lytell, who has been touring the country in a one-man show about the life of and adventures of a World War I veteran, will appear as Shorty Bell.

Sunday, April 4—Blind his way into the local jail in the guise of a reporter, to see his young buddy, Emmet Kern, Mickey Rooney runs into a serious handicap in his bankroll when he gets caught in a serious daylight racketeer's death, has evidence which would incriminate powerful racketeer's death, has evidence which would incriminate powerful

CASH FOR ALL

Always The Leader!

Blue Horse School Goods
Fashionable Writing Papers

MONTAG BROS.
182 Marietta Street, N. W.
ATLANTA, GA.
Critic Calls Petticoat Fever
'Pleasant Relief From Strains,'
By Ralph Day

Providing relief from the stresses and strains of Tech life, DramaTech unworriedly presented "Petticoat Fever," Petticoat Fever, last night before a capacity crowd composed almost entirely of students and their dates, at the Woman's Club Auditorium. The final Atlanta performance will be presented tonight at 3:00.

Laughs begin almost with the rise of the first curtain as the trusted, unseen radioman, Daccon Dinsmore, reveals the effects of continuous solitude in the arctic wilderness by grinning paper airplanes, shooting a silent gun, planting a triumphant game of tic-tack-toe on the wall.

Dinsmore's Eskimo servant, Kimo, breaks the solitude when he returns from the 90 mile distant mission with the announcement that he has brought back two Eskimo girls. Kimo feels that it is high time that he and " Boss" cut out the foolishness of living without feminine companionship. Dinsmore isn't having any, however, and orders Kimo to return the girls to the mission as soon as possible.

As a further indication that Dinsmore's solitude is definitely ended for this particular winter, Sir James, a very British politician, arrives, with the announcement that he has brought with him a woman, a "natural" to the mission as soon as possible since an increase in his good stage voice added greatly to his effectiveness prior to the date of receipt of the evidence.

Dinsmore wasn't having any, however, and orders Kimo to return the girls to the mission as soon as possible since an increase in his good stage voice added greatly to his effectiveness prior to the date of receipt of the evidence.

Outworn 'Hello's Now!
A Thing Of The Past

You can hear almost anything these days when you call a fraternity 
house. The old procedure of the pledge answering the phone has come and gone. Now, even the actives rush to the booth with the bell so as to give off with: "This is the devil speaking; who in hell do you want?" Some are savvier, such as a high falsetto answering: "Atlanta gildie factory; what gives?" or "Lovable Company; can we give you a lift?"

We can't begin to name them all, but here are a few in present use:

"Printing office; we've got your type.
"Atlanta Paper Co.; will any old thing do?
"This is Freddie; are you ready?
"Atlanta Graveyard; can we dig you up?
"School of the dumb; you're talking.
"House of sots; hie speaking.
"Atlanta stockyard; wants; shoot the bull?"

The actives were reached with the announcement that the Scabbard and Blade Society is planning to contact a man living in a fraternity house. The deadly serious answer was classic: "This is the Dean's office; what's your point of view?"

Your subsistence allowance because of such dependent cannot be made effective prior to the date of receipt of your subsistence allowance.

Satisfactory evidence of relationship and dependency is as follows:
1. If you are claiming a minor child as an additional dependent, submit (1) certified copy of the public record of birth or certified copy of the record of baptism of your child, and (2) certified copy of public or of court record of adoption for door cards, which are priced at $2.40, $1.80. Matinee tickets are $2.40. The evidence above shown is the official document that is the most precise standards. It's the world's most-wanted pen! See the "51" at your pen dealer's. Choice of custom points. Two sizes—regular and the new dinkie size. The Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wisconsin, U. S. A., and Toronto, Canada.

The Complete AMOCO Service Station
ROAD SERVICE • STEAM CLEANING
TIRe REPAIRS • UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Lubrication • Washing • Polishing • Waxing

The Complete AMOCO Service Station
414 Techwood Drive, N. W.
Atlanta, Georgia

Facility Bulletin
Edited by Public Relations Department

FEDERAL AID FOR EDUCATION—J. Harold Saxon, executive secretary of the IRE, urgently requests that Georgia Tech faculty members and their friends wire Senators Richard B. Russell and Walter F. George urging passage of Senate Bill 474 without crippling amendments. This bill provides for federal aid for education administered by the several states.

SOUTHERN MACHINERY AND METALS EXPO—The Third Annual Southern Machinery and Metals Exposition will be held at the City Auditorium on April 5-8, 1948. Georgia Tech will have several interesting exhibits well worth seeing. In conjunction with this event, the Engineering Extension Division of Georgia Tech will hold an Industrial Conference on Machinery and Metals, April 6 and 7, here on the campus, at which outstanding industrial leaders of this section will speak.

FACULTY DINNER—The annual Faculty Dinner will be held this year on Saturday evening, May 8th in Brittain Dining Hall.

FACULTY NOTES—PROFESSOR F. P. CIVIN, head of the Department of Industrial Engineering spoke recently before the new Nashville Chapter of the Society for the Advancement of Management.

Genteel Balls
Way of the White Tie
The performance of the Atlanta Civic Ballet will be held on April 27 at the Tower Theater, sponsored by the Northeast Lions Club. The program will be titled "Pavane" and will trace the history of dance from the old to the new.

Tickets for the evening performance of April 27 are $2.50, $2.00, $1.25, $1.00. Matinee tickets are $2.40. A matinee performance will be given at 3:00 at the Tower Theater on April 27. A special price of $1.25 will be given to all school and university students in Atlanta.

Army, Navy, Air ROTC
Announce Combined Ball

To Be Formal Affair
Held on April 10

Plans are now nearing completion for the combined Annual Ball of the Army, Navy, and Air ROTC, Saturday, April 10th. Military and naval students are urged to contact any member of the Scabbard and Blade Society at the earliest possible date for door cards, which are priced at $2.40. The Ball is formal—uniforms for all military and naval students. Music is by the Auburn Knights and will start promptly at eight p. m. continuing until midnight except for the intermission ceremony.

During intermission it is planned to conduct tapping ceremonies to initiate the Scabbard and Blade Military and Naval Society. These men will remain as the larger part of the active chapter next school year.

The Annual Ball is the major social event of the military and naval departments on the campus and it is hoped that its reinstatement as a spring event will continue to conduct tapping ceremonies to initiate the Scabbard and Blade Military and Naval Society. The men will remain as the larger part of the active chapter next school year.

The Ball is formal—uniforms for all military and naval students. Music is by the Auburn Knights and will start promptly at eight p. m. continuing until midnight except for the intermission ceremony.

During intermission it is planned to conduct tapping ceremonies to initiate the Scabbard and Blade Military and Naval Society. These men will remain as the larger part of the active chapter next school year.
NSA Activities

The work the National Student Association is doing is in this its year of initiation of active organization on the college level, which allows us to pursue the development of projects of an even more progressive nature in the years to come. Outstanding on the agenda of activities of the NSA are plans which allow American student leaders, staff, and faculty to work and study abroad during the summer. These relatively inexpensive programs permit students to study the American way of life and can help shape the character of students in the years to come. In such cases, such a trip is in reality if not in name a part of our educational program.

Another project currently in the experimental stage is the "privilege card" system. Through the use of student-issued "privilege cards" the students and faculty of the Atlanta campus are able to purchase educational books at lower prices, use public transportation facilities at lower rates, and allow for other price reductions for education-oriented groups. Because of the ever-increasing volume of services available through the experiment, a most important aspect of the project is being made.

Many other important functions of the NSA are being carried out with success, as the representation by the NSA of the college students of the U.S. on UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization). We at Tech can point with pride to this affiliation with this progressive student organization. Although numerous reasons could be stated in support of the NSA, the plan is one that is most likely to succeed during the present stage of mobilization in the nation of what is sometimes called by military leaders an extremely important function, that of a second review of this novel is printed.

My name is Christopher Nagel. I'm an egotistical, good football player, but you like me. You'll like all the gang too. Do you remember the first girl that made you feel like a man? That was Mary Swain. She was hot. Some hot woman. She had—but then you remember, be-}

Letters Column:

Editor, The Technique:

I wish to appeal to you to make an evaluation of the policies, instructors, and instructors of your regular and odd-time school. We students would like to make a grade of 90 to pass a course that a day student needs only 60 to pass. Also, a hundred and one ridiculous rules could be stated why this rule is unfair, the sole logical purpose for it seems to be to punish delinquent day school students. I have not attended day school at Tech and will not be able to do so until I can bring my grades up to the level toward my degree.

The main reason I suggest the repeal of this policy is because it discriminates against veterans attending Tech. This is hard and will result in some being dropped who would not be dropped if attending day school. This is discrimination and it exists at Georgia Tech.

During the last quarter my wife had a child and I had to attend my own administrative work, which I had not saved any money, I found it necessary to do some other work in addition to that which I usually do in the day time to meet this unexpected expense. I cannot afford to go into debt on my income. My grades were a B, C and two F's, both of which would have been D's in day school. Now, because I "failed" more than half of my work I must not re take passing grade work and I must also cope with the Germans. In school I would rather raise the passing grade in day school to 70 that would be agreeable because then everyone would be competing on an equal basis. I just because the grades must be transferred does not justify this rule. The school day school instructors cover exactly the same work and subjects, but don't work so hard toward my degree.
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During the last quarter my wife had a child and I had to attend my own administrative work, which I had not saved any money, I found it necessary to do some other work in addition to that which I usually do in the day time to meet this unexpected expense. I cannot afford to go into debt on my income. My grades were a B, C and two F's, both of which would have been D's in day school. Now, because I "failed" more than half of my work I must not re-take passing grade work and I must also cope with the Germans. In school I would rather raise the passing grade in day school to 70 that would be agreeable because then everyone would be competing on an equal basis. I just because the grades must be transferred does not justify this rule. The school day school instructors cover exactly the same work and subjects, but don't work so hard toward my degree.
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During the last quarter my wife had a child and I had to attend my own administrative work, which I had not saved any money, I found it necessary to do some other work in addition to that which I usually do in the day time to meet this unexpected expense. I cannot afford to go into debt on my income. My grades were a B, C and two F's, both of which would have been D's in day school. Now, because I "failed" more than half of my work I must not re-take passing grade work and I must also cope with the Germans. In school I would rather raise the passing grade in day school to 70 that would be agreeable because then everyone would be competing on an equal basis. I just because the grades must be transferred does not justify this rule. The school day school instructors cover exactly the same work and subjects, but don't work so hard toward my degree.

The main reason I suggest the repeal of this policy is because it discriminates against veterans attending Tech. This is hard and will result in some being dropped who would not be dropped if attending day school. This is discrimination and it exists at Georgia Tech.
**New Emphasis Placed On Formal Education, Says Col. Jeffords**

Never before in history have candidates for military science and tactics in the Regular Army been available in such large numbers for consideration by the Regular Army as a career," Colonel W. Q. Jeffords declared.

• "With this new emphasis on formal education, there is more than length of service, the outlook becomes even more attractive to the high school or college graduate considering the Regular Army as a career," the professor of military science and tactics added.

**Pan-over System**

Other far-reaching changes in the Regular Army officer promotion system include reduction of time-in-grade required for promotion; introduction of a "pan-over" system of officers, which would pass on the qualifications of all officers, and fixing of the number of officers authorized in each permanent grade.

There are several ways in which high school or college graduates may be commissioned in the Regular Army, which expects to appoint 1,800 such officers annually for the next ten years.

High school graduates may enlist and attend the Army's four-year Cadet College Program, which is designed to prepare students for college upon completion of their 13 weeks of basic military training, provided they are in good academic standing and are U.S. citizens, achieve a score of at least 800 on the Scholastic Aptitude Tests General Classification Test and meet certain other physical and character standards. Graduates from high schools which are not approved by ACS, provided they pass the Army's approved General Classification Test, may be appointed as Second Lieutenants in the Officers Reserve Corps and may apply for the Regular Army directly if they observe active duty as a basic for eventual commission in the Regular Army.

**Direct Commissions**

Enlisted men of the first three grades, flight officers and warrant officers of the Regular Army who have merit recommendations for commissions in the Officers Reserve Corps. If appointed in the ORC, they may then seek Regular Army commissions in the same manner as ACS graduates.

West Point also is open to the exceptional high school graduate who meets highest educational, physical and character requirements. Appointment involves four years of undergraduate study at the U.S. Military Academy and a direct commission as Second Lieutenant in the Regular Army.

**Distinguished Graduates**

Distinguished graduates of a senior division Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) college course may be commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the Regular Army. Other ROTC graduates are given Reserve commissions and may then apply for competitive tours of active duty uncommitted to certain special assignments.

**Time-in-Grade Reduced**

Time-in-grade required before officers may advance to the next higher rank is being reduced. Instead of at least 12 years after acceptance of graduation, 8 years as a First Lieutenant, and 14 years as a Captain, officers must now serve at least 9 years as a First Lieutenant, and 11 years as a Captain to qualify for promotion to the next higher rank.

**ROTC Importance**

**Vital importance of the ROTC program in the nation's schools and colleges is in the keynoting of Army Day celebrations to be held throughout the country on Tuesday, April 6.**

It is anticipated that ROTC graduates also will constitute the greater portion of the 30,000 non-career officers who, as members of the Organized Reserve Corps, will serve on extended active duty with the expanded Army for years to come," Colonel Jeffords added in a special Army Day statement for The Technique.

Besides the 600 direct commissions to be granted "distinguished" ROTC graduates annually, the Regular Army expects to appoint 83% of the Majors and 70% of the Captains in ROTC courses.

**ROTC Is Main Source Of Reg. Army Officers**

Principal source of the 1,800 commissioned officers expected to be appointed in the Regular Army annually during the next twenty years is the Reserve Officers Training Corps, it was pointed out this week by Colonel W. Q. Jeffords, Jr., professor of military science and tactics at Georgia Tech.

"Present plans provide vacancies for more than 600 distinguished graduates of ROTC to be commissioned directly in the Regular Army each year," Colonel Jeffords declared. "Several hundred other ROTC graduates, all of whom receive commissions in the Organized Reserve Corps, are expected to be assimilated into the Regular Army on a basis of competitive tours of active duty.

**Compensation**

To compensate officers for their services, if they are released before becoming eligible for retirement, a system of severance pay is being established. This will be in the form of a cash settlement on a basis of two months' active-duty pay for each year of service, with a limitation of two years' pay as a maximum.

Because of limited vacancies in the higher grades of Colonel and General Officers, a provision is contained in the law for "forced attrition" when necessary to guarantee a fixed percentage turnover annually in these grades to allow Lieutenant Colonels and Colonels to advance and thus to advance the entire officer corps.

Below the rank of Brigadier General, the percentage of officers to be authorized in each permanent grade are: 8% in the grade of Colonel; 14%, Lieutenant Colonel; 16%, Major; 23%; Captain; 18%, First Lieutenant, and 16%, Second Lieutenant.

**Student Council Will Meet Tuesday, 7 P.M.**

A meeting of the Student Council will be held Tuesday night at seven o'clock on the second floor of the YMCA.

All duly elected members of the Tech campus student body and their guests are urged to be present at this meeting.

**ARRROW WHITE IS ALWAYS RIGHT!**

Whether Dart, Dale, Hull, or any other of Arrow's many fine white shirt models is your particular favorite—you'll always be correctly dressed in an Arrow white shirt made by Arrow America's foremost shirt maker.

We may be temporarily short of certain styles (so great is the demand) but come in anyway and see the collections of sparkling things now made by Arrow America's foremost shirt maker.

Arrow shirts from $3.50—Arrow ties from $1.

**With U. S. demand for Arrow whites still far from filled, we cannot yet supply the stores in 100 foreign countries that carried Arrow before the war. But please note, you may be sure that Arrow white shirts will still be available, and you may be proud of and that the Arrow label will continue to mean style, quality, and value in the American manner!**
Army Rifles 2nd In Army Postal Match

Third Army Headquarters announced recently that the Tech Army ROTC Rifle Team had won second place in the Third Army Area Inter-collegiate Match. This match was fired during the first two months of last quarter against twenty other teams from senior division ROTC institutions in the seven southeastern states comprising the Third Army Area.

First place went to the University of Tennessee who scored 3794. Second place went to Marion's Tech's team who scored 3730. This match was not of the high ten scores for each position as was reported in the previous issue. Fifteen men from each school fired with the high ten scores in each position counting. In each position the scores for Tech's high ten were, prone—395, sitting—395, kneeling—398, standing—484. The fifteen men who fired for Tech were Baker, C. C.; Bowden, T. R.; Brock, R. C.; Davenport, T. F.; Davison, G. N.; Dixon, M. R.; Gorely, T. B.; Hudson, C. L.; Johnson, W. A.; Martin, E. G.; Morris, K. B.; Raynes, B.; Stanton, J. C.; Williams, S. E.; and Williams, S. F.

Gators Invade Grant Field For First Jacket Dual Track Meet

The rivalry began at the Florida Relays last weekend between Tech's Buddy Fowkes and Florida's Billy Adams in the 100-yard dash which will catch fire again this afternoon at 1:30 when the Jacket track team plays host to Grant Field. Florida's George Hills who was victorious last weekend and Bergman will both hurl the discus.

The running events will bring forth a star-studded assembly. Ed Smith and Jack Gordon in the mile and two mile runs, Bob Renhow, Bobby Joe Anderson, and Howard Graham in the half mile, and quarter milers Al Lanning, Don Houston, and Johnny Stovars are the Jacket hers.

Fowkes will be looking for another blue ribbon leap in the broad jump. He is also anchor man on the quarter mile relay foursome which took first at the Gainesville meet.

A NEW SPORT SHIRT WITH THE FEEL OF SPRING

By Manhattan...and Washable, Too

This softly-woven, luxurious-looking sport shirt is a feast for the eyes...and the body. You may have it—at Marion's, of course—in white, sand dunes, beige and blue, and all of them are washable Manhattans. Sizes are 1 (Small), 2 (Medium), 3 (Large), 4 (Extra Large).

Fit yourself today!
Vet Physical Training Credit

Student Softball Meeting

Netm Battle

Davidson Tues.

In '48 Opener

One of the four largest shoe manufacturing concerns in America...

Students Win Awards

In Gymnastic Events

THE 1948 TECH NETTERS pictured above have taken advantage of the recent spring weather to practice for the coming SEC campaign. The quintet is, left to right, Bill Johnson, Tom Fowler, Frank Owens, Dick Collier, and Ed Adams.

Two things every college man should know!

1. This is a scholar. Now nearly extinct. Always heads his class, though dead from the neck down. Anyone can be a scholar by just cutting out smoking, late nights, dancing, dating...well, you get the idea.

2. This is a "Manhattan" sportshirt. Head of its class for cool and comfortable wear no matter how the mercury climbs. "Manhattan" sportshirts come in a wide choice of fabrics and styles. Buy one at your dealer's soon...but be warned, when you own one, you'll want many more.

A Career with GENERAL SHOE CORPORATION

One of the four largest shoe manufacturing concerns in America...

Over 20 plants in Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia and Alabama...

A Foreign Division operating plants in Mexico City and Lima, Peru...and exporting - importing all over the world.

General Shoe announces opportunities for outstanding academic and engineering graduates not over 25 years of age.

Our company is interested in interviewing qualified men who have the desire and determination to learn the shoe business "from the crown to the customer."

Opportunities for the future are in direct proportion to your efforts.

A college graduate owes it to himself, for the effort he has put forth to get an education, to look over the entire field of job opportunities and to go with the firm which affords the promise that is in keeping with his ambitions.

General Shoe Corporation is an established manufacturer with an impressive growth record. Its future is largely commensurate with the desires and capacities of the men coming along in it.

Ask for a copy of our booklet "A Career with GENERAL SHOE" also "GENERAL SHOE-a Good Place to Work" and our latest Annual Report.

Address inquiries to General Shoe Corporation, Nashville, Tenn., Division of Supervisory Development.
Student Wrestling Meet
Set for April 12 at 8

By Dan Brandt

Georgia Tech's 1948 intramural wrestling tournament is scheduled to get underway April 12 at 8 p.m. in the gymnasium when the preliminaries and semi-finals will be followed by the finals the next day, April 13.

All day students and graduate students who are members of the student body and who have not wrestled on the varsity wrestling team in competition are eligible. Fraternity and individuals not representing fraternities and semi-finals will be held, followed by the finals on Saturday, April 12, at 2 p.m. This event will be determined by won-lost percentage.

The weight classes to be contested include 165 lbs. or less, 175 lbs. or less, 181 lbs. or less, 186 lbs. or less, 195 lbs. or less, and 220 lbs. or less. Each team that scores the highest number of points at the end of the regular season will be determined by won-lost percentage.

The meet will be entirely officiated against the Georgia Tech's 1948 intramural tournament. Rules will be the National Collegiate Athletic Association rules.

Experimental research results in better Vitamin D source for poultry industry

By John Huskisson

Fifteen years of work by Du Pont chemists, biochemists, physicists, and engineers has led to development of "DELSTEROL".

In 1932, it was shown that vitamin D could be made by irradiating cholesterol with ultraviolet light. This reaction has since been shown to involve the utilization of chloride and phosphorus in the body, especially in the bones of growing animals. This led to the discovery that this weakness in chick production is due to lack of vitamin D in the diet.

In 1943, scientists at Du Pont discovered that ergosterol was more effective than cholesterol in the production of vitamin D, and in 1948, they developed a process for making vitamin D from ergosterol. This process was used to make the "Delsterol" that is now available on the market.

Du Pont chemists and engineers carried this forward by developing a successful commercial process for making 7-dehydrocholesterol, and irradiating it to give vitamin D.

The process involves a series of chemical reactions which are kept under careful control by chemists, biochemists, and engineers involved in this development. Du Pont scientists believe that this new vitamin D is more effective than the old vitamin D, and that it is safer for use in poultry production.

Questions College Men ask about working with Du Pont

What are the opportunities in sales?

Separate sales staffs are maintained by each of Du Pont's ten manufacturing divisions. Training in chemistry or chemical engineering is a prerequisite for some sales positions, but may be used in one of these fields. Technical sales, sales development, or direct selling. New employees usually acquire technical background by first working in a control laboratory or in production.

WGST
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920 on Your Dial
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FOR SALE
Outstanding Pacific Coast School of Aviation
Over 3,500,000 miles of student towing experience • Modern fleet of instructors • Efficient emphasis on flight training • C.A.A., Veterans and State Department approved

Full Price $6,000
Some Terms to Qualified Buyer

Real Estate Broker
Wine - Flour - Rice

JAS. H. LAMBERT
243 3rd Street
San Francisco, Calif.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
VIA CHEMISTRY


Millin had a fine season last year and will be counted on to lead this year's team. McMillin had a fine season last year and will be counted on to lead this year's team.